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BCLP Senior Counsel Jerry Hunter was quoted July 25 by Law360 (subscription required)

concerning an unfair labor practice charge accusing Chipotle of illegally shuttering a Maine

restaurant to stop a union drive. Chipotle's defense will come down to whether it can prove it had

trouble staffing the store. Investigators also will likely interview company officials and demand

Chipotle turn over internal discussions about the purported staffing issues. Whether other stores

under the same management faced similar staffing challenges and how they handled them may

also factor into the case, noted Hunter. "They're going to have to try to show that they were being

consistent in evaluating the staffing level at these stores," he said. Cases often take years to

progress from filing through circuit court ruling, and circumstances may change — workers move on

or a new business leases the space — which can compound judges' concerns about meddling, he

noted. Hunter is a former NLRB general counsel who served during the administration of President

George H.W. Bush.
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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